YayPay AR
Fast, Easy, and Highly Predictable Accounts
Receivable Automation
YayPay is a predictive and automated AR management solution
that helps financial teams perform better, manage receivables more
efficiently, and get payments from clients in a more timely manner.
The software combines real-time accounts receivables, analytics,
and payment predictions to help businesses increase cash flow.
Automation YayPay provides automated cross team and
customer communications which reduces the manual
repetition in the collection process.
Collections and Payments The solution enables AR
teams to manage receivables more efficiently and get
paid faster.
Predictive A cloud based, predictive solution that
leverages data to help organizations better predict cash
flow.

YayPay makes collecting money fast, easy, and highly predictable.

Automate
your
collections
process
and
become a
Revenue
Hero!

Intuitive for Small Businesses, Robust
Enough for Enterprises
We help credit and collections teams enhance visibility into
the collections process, improve team collaboration, alleviate
unnecessary manual work, and increase customer satisfaction.

Gaining AR Visibility

Improving AR Metrics

Better predict cash
flow and payment
dates using machine
learning and datadriven analytics

Increase payment speed
by up to 34%

Increasing AR Team
efficiency
Leverage our intelligent
CRM, workflow, and
automation to increase
team efficiency without
increasing headcount

YayPay seamlessly integrates with multiple accounting, ERP,
billing, and CRM platforms. If a pre-built integration is not
available for your invoicing platform, we have an API available.

Call: (415) 688 - 4015
Email: get@yaypay.com
Visit: www.YayPay.com

Get paid faster today!
Copyright 2018 YayPay Inc.

YayPay customers typically experience a decrease in Days Sales
Outstanding (DSO) in the first 30 days.
Comprehensive Dashboards & Reporting

Collections Management CRM

YayPay offers unparalleled visibility in AR processes for
finance teams. Key dashboard features include:
• Real-time DSO
• Dynamic, current AR aging
• Payment prediction
• Payors trends, and more.

YayPay is a single point of record for all payor
information. YayPay integrates discrete payor
information from client ERP/CRM and external data
sources, and updates in real time, so your business will
always have the latest information.

Predictive AR Analytics

Automated Collections Communications

YayPay directs your accounts receivable staff to focus on
the highest priority accounts based on our predictive
algorithms. Prioritization has never been easier.

Easily automate manual collection tasks, including
payment reminders, internal escalations, and more.
Accomplish more each day without increasing your
workload.

Complete Communication History

Streamlined Payments

Communication history makes it easier for users to
monitor and follow up on outstanding receivables.

YayPay provides the ability for your customers to easily
pay their invoices through our modern and secure
customer statement portal.

Admin

Get started with YayPay today!
www.yaypay.com | get@yaypay.com | 415-688-4015

